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花上枝頭 今夕何求總憶秋

Flowers are blooming now, pretty soon Fall will come

點點幾許上心頭 驀然回首

Suddenly a nostalgia feeling comes over me

花想意由

Why flowers?

意猶輾轉聞啼眸

Tossing and turning with tears

拜見朝陽球 暖暖問候

The Sun comes up with a warm greeting

昨夕何留

The night is over, why not let go?

才知光輝成事總要白晝

Finally realize that the brightness and darkness in life helps build success

感慨心弄總拜於月黑後

Realization always comes after the lesson learned

昨夕何留 奈何痴持深釦

The night is over, Why so attached and not let go?

觸景惹怨尤

Thinking about the past creates resentment

縱逃情牽囚籠深溝

Allowing the emotions to take control, traps the mind deeply

心鎖還待破繭意圖籌

Waiting for moments to unlock the heart 

塵緣間不停留

However life waits for no one



幾經朝陽 笑眼柔

Rubbing the blurry eyes when the Sun comes up

生命瑰寶莫只黃昏後

The best part of life doesn’t just happen after dawn

昨夕何留 今夕究 悟陳酒

Let go of the past, look at the now, and learn from the past

明夕占鰲頭    

To become the lead tomorrow

戲問奇偶何求

And ask what do I want in life?

寬心自然留

Let the heart be at ease
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